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All FAQ refer to the latest digital version of the rulebook, which has the same 
revision number as this document. If your printed rulebook has an earlier revision 
number, use the relevant Errata in conjunction with this document.  
 

Sections in blue are important or have changed since the previous Errata. 
 
Page 1 – POSITION TRAIT 
Can an Action with a particular Quality that cannot normally affect a particular 
Position Trait still affect that Unit if a rule states that its Position Trait is ignored (such 
as the Maritime Patrol rule allowing Attacks with the Aerial Quality to affect a 
Submerged Unit)? 
 

Yes.  
 
Page 2 – SKIMMING UNITS 
If a Skimming Unit is forced to come into contact with another Model outside of its 
Movement, can it suffer a Collision?  
 

Yes. See Final Position on Page 18.  
 
Page 2 – ACTIONS WITH A UNIT 
What is an Action?  
 

Units make Actions, not Models (unless specified otherwise). Models participate 
in an Action the Unit makes. A Model is participating if it is either affected by the 
Action (such as physically moving) or if it contributes dice to an Action Dice Pool. 
An Action is an interaction by a Unit requiring an Action Dice Pool, such as Attack 
against a Target, an Assault against a Target, etc. An Action can also be a Unit’s 
Movement, or anything defined as an Action in the rules, such as Launching SRS 
Tokens.  
 
Page 11 – BUILDING A FORCE 
Some Unique Units are named versions of other Units. Can I include both the Unique 
Unit and a Unit of the same ‘class’ in a Battlefleet?  
 

Yes, the Battlefleet restriction refers to not taking duplicate Units rather than 
Traits or other matching qualities. 
 
Page 12 – VALOUR EFFECTS 
Can I use a Valour Effect to change a dice pool after it has been rolled but before its 
effects has been resolved?  
 

Normally no, unless the Valour Effect very specifically states that it can do so 
(particularly re-rolling or cancelling the dice, which is covered on Page 3 & 4). 
Otherwise, only apply a Valour Effect to a Dice Pool or Dice Result either before 
the Dice have been rolled or after the Dice has been resolved. Not during. This 
prevents strange interactions like removing Critical Dice results before calculating 
Catastrophic Explosions or repairing damage mid-way through an Attack. For 
example: Counting each Exploding Hit as a Heavy Counter in a Defence Roll would 
have to be declared before rolling the dice. You cannot wait until you see what is rolled 
before deciding.    
 
Page 12 – VALOUR EFFECTS 
Can I use a Valour Effect to change a dice pool after it has been rolled but before its 
effects has been resolved?  
 

Normally no, unless the Valour Effect very specifically states that it can do so 
(particularly re-rolling  
 
Page 16– ACTIVATION PHASE 
Can a Player choose to not Activate a Unit for the Round, such as if it is in Reserve or 
would be destroyed by Activating?  
 

No. All Units must activate each Round and carry out any mandatory actions.  
 
Page 18 – DRIFT 
If two rules tell you to double your Drift, do you double it a second time? 
 

No. There are several rules that double the Drift value of a Model, such as Levant 
Surge, Linear Dash and certain Encounters.  In all cases never double the Drift 
value of a Unit more than once.  

Page 20 – DAMAGE 
When does a Model change status from Battle-Ready to Crippled, or Crippled to 
Destroyed?  
 

In a single Attack, all 7 steps are carried out and once Critical Damage has been 
applied the Model then changes to Crippled carrying any additional damage over 
or Destroyed as appropriate. It is possible that an extremely powerful attack might 
destroy a Battle-Ready Model, bypassing Crippled entirely because of as the 
Damage inflicted.   
 
Page 21 – STURGINIUM FLARE 
If a Sturginium Flare causes the target to move out of LOS to the Attack but there ae 
still declared weapons to roll Attacks for, what happens?  
 

Just like moving out of the Fire Arc, moving out of Line of Sight causes the 
remaining declared weapons to automatically miss. Assume the flare deflected the 
incoming strike.  
 
Page 23 – DEFENCE ACTION DICE POOL 
Do Escorts, SRS and other Models in a Unit add to the Defence Action Dice Pool of a 
Model that has Shredded Defences?  
 

Yes. Shredded Defences reduces the ADV and SDV of a Model to zero while it has 
the Shredded Defences Marker. The Defence Dice Pool will be comprised of any 
bonuses the Pool may receive. Any bonus that is applied to the SDV or ADV is 
ignored as the attributes remain zero. 

Page 32 – ATTACHED UNITS 
Can you attach a Joining Unit with a Partner Unit that has a different Position Trait?  
 

No, with the exception Units that have a special rule that specifically allows it in 
the ORBAT or rulebook. For example, Union Patriots have a rule that allows 
them to be joined to non-Aerial Units. The rulebook also specifically allows the 
joining of Submerged Units to a Partner Surface Unit.  
 
Page 32 – ATTACHED UNITS 
If an Attached Unit consists of a Joining Unit and a Partner Unit with different 
Position Traits, when does the Attached Unit deploy?   
 

The Joining Unit deploys at the same time as the Partner Unit does if they are 
deploying as an Attached Unit. 
 
Page 34 – MINEFIELDS 
Can multiple Minefield Markers be placed on top of each other? If so, can a single Model 
trigger them all simultaneously?  
 

Yes, you can place multiple Minefield Marker overlapping each other. However, 
they are resolved in sequence and not simultaneously. So, a Mass 1 Model 
destroyed by a Minefield Marker cannot trigger any other Markers.   
 
Page 37 – TORRENT QUALITY 
Does the narrow end of the Torrent template have to touch the Model making the 
Attack?  
 

Yes, unless specified otherwise by rules in your ORBAT. 
 
Page 37 – TORRENT QUALITY 
How do Attacks with the Torrent Quality calculate their support value?  
 

Supporting with a Torrent weapon works exactly like any supporting with any 
other weapon. The Initial Target must still be in the range band indicated (usually 
10” - Point Blank). Only the Lead weapon uses the Torrent template. 
 
Page 37 – TORRENT QUALITY 
Can Attacks with the Torrent Quality hit Aerial Units?  
 

In theory if a weapon profile had the Torrent Quality and had values in other 
Range Bands, it would be possible.  However, currently Torrent weapons only 
have values in their Point-Blank range Band. So even if a Torrent template could 
touch an Aerial Unit as the Initial Target, it wouldn’t have any dice to cause 
damage.  
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GENERAL QUESTIONS 
 
What scale is Dystopian Wars? 
 

Dystopian Wars is 1/1200 scale. The height of a person is approximately 1.5mm  
 
What do my Classic Dystopian Wars miniatures officially count as?  
 

We won't be making an official 'counts as' list to avoid people confusing miniatures 
that aren’t part of the current range. Any previously released lists are now no 
longer considered official. For official organised play, the rules are designed for 
the current range of miniatures produced by Warcradle Studios. Of course, you're 
free to use any other miniatures you want in your own games such as miniatures 
from the older, classic editions of Dystopian Wars or anything else. Just make it 
clear to your opponent what they are and resolve any issues fairly. This keeps 
things clearer for tournament organisers too. If they want to allow classic 
miniatures, they can do so without any issue. But if they want an official list of 
sanctioned models, then there will be the current range clearly defined in each 
Faction’s ORBAT. 


